Katina Williams Stewart, Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore

Technology is one of the biggest changes in the last few decades, inside and out of the lab. What were some of the big technology changes that had the biggest impact on your work?

The biggest impact on my work is the Auto Embedder from Sakura, it has helped reduce the number of blocks my team have to manually embed. I think if we had every grosser use it, we would have a faster turnaround time.

How have the educational requirements changed since the time you first entered the field?

When I entered the field, we did not need to have CEU credits to keep our certification.

What recommendations would you have for those who are interested in histology now and in the future?

I would tell anyone interested in now, as soon as you finish your program to take the exam, do not wait no longer than one month. In the future, you will have a career you can use in any state or country.